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The relative stability and charge-transfer behavior of C3B ordered phases were investigated using theab
initio pseudopotential method. The total energies as well as the cohesive energies of four possible ordered
structures of the C3B were calculated at 0 K by relaxing both the unit-cell parameters and the local atomic
positions. Among them, the one with the hexagonal symmetry was found to have the lowest total energy, and
is thus the most stable structure. The amount of charge transfer between B and C was calculated and it was
found that charge was transferred from the B to C atom in all four structures.@S0163-1829~96!51428-1#

The usefulness of graphite-based carbon-carbon~C/C!
composites is mainly limited by their oxidation at high tem-
peratures. Therefore, one of the major research efforts on
C/C composites is to find ways to improve their oxidation
resistance. There are experimental evidences that boron~B!,
when substituting C atoms in the graphite structure, may
significantly improve the oxidation behavior of a C/C
composite.1–4 However, it was shown that if B doping was
carried out by solid-state diffusion, the substitutional solubil-
ity of B in graphite was limited to about 2.35 at. % at
2350 °C, with the B randomly distributed in the lattice. A
dramatic increase in the amount of substitutional B in graph-
ite, ;25 at. %, has been achieved by reacting benzene and
boron trichloride at about 800 °C, and it was suggested that
the C3B compound has an ordered structure as shown in Fig.
1~a! which has a hexagonal symmetry.5–7 Its electronic and
structural properties were calculated using theab initio
pseudopotential method.8 On the other hand, based on the
extended Hukel method, Lee and Kertesz9 suggested two al-
ternative ordered structures for C3B as described in Figs.
1~b! and 1~c!, which can explain the higher electric conduc-
tivity of C 3B than graphite. However, it is still unclear which
ordered structure is the thermodynamically most stable one,
and hence one of the main purposes of this work is to deter-
mine the relative stabilities of different ordered structures at

the C3B composition using theab initio pseudopotential
total-energy calculations by relaxing both the unit-cell lattice
parameters and the atomic positions. Similar calculations
have been performed by Magri10 for the ordered structures of
B xC12x with different x. However, in her calculation, the
unit-cell lattice parameter changes as a function of composi-
tion and atomic relaxation were not taken into account. Ac-
cording to our calculations, the relaxation can be very impor-
tant and can alter their relative stabilities.

To explain how B reduces the oxidation processes in C/C
composite, several possible mechanisms have been
proposed.3 One of the proposed mechanisms considered the
charge transfer between carbon and boron. Since B has three
valence electrons and C has four, a B atom substituted into
the graphite lattice would tend to draw electrons from neigh-
boring C atoms, resulting in the reduction in the reactivity of
C atoms with electronegative oxygen atoms, and thus the
reduction in oxidation of graphite. Therefore, the second ob-
jective of this paper is to discuss the electron charge transfer
between B and C at the C3B composition. As will be shown
below, we found the contrary, i.e., the electron charge actu-
ally transfers from B to C instead of from C to B, at least for
the particular composition we studied.

Our first-principles approach for calculating the ground-
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state charge density and energy is based on the local-density-
functional theory. The exchange and correlation energy was
calculated using the Perdew-Wang expression.11 Nonlocal
pseudopotentials are employed for both C and B.12,13 We
used a plane-wave basis set with kinetic energy cutoff at 71
Ry and sample the first Brillouin zone of each structure with

four special k points according to the Monkhorst-Pack
scheme.14 The minimization of the total energyE was car-
ried out by a preconditioned conjugate-gradient method in
two steps.15,16 At first, the cell parameter~i.e., lattice con-
stanta) was optimized with atom positions fixed. Then, the
atom positions were relaxed using the steepest-descents
method with the cell parameters fixed at their optimized val-
ues. The optimization with respect to atom positions was
carried out until the difference in total energies between two
consecutive iterations is less than 0.01 eV~i.e., the relative
error is less than 1024 per atom!.

We first calculated the structural properties of graphite
carbon as a test for the C pseudopotential. The optimized
in-plane lattice constant was 2.453 Å and the interlayer dis-
tance c was approximately 6.60–6.70 Å, which compare
very well with the experimental values@a52.456 Å and
c56.674 Å ~Ref. 17!#. The cohesive energy of the graphite
was found to be 8.59 eV/atom, which is in reasonable agree-
ment with the experimental value, 7.374 eV/atom.18

In addition to the three structures for C3B mentioned
above, we also included in our calculation the fourth struc-
ture @Fig. 1~d!#. The unit cell chosen forS1, S2, andS3 is
different from that forS4, although both of them include
eight atoms, six carbon atoms and two boron atoms. Because
the interactions between atoms in different graphite layers
are much weaker than the in-plane interactions, to reduce the
computation time, we only consider one graphite sheet by
choosing an artificially large cell parameter along the normal
to the plane, with periodic boundary conditions applied along
all three directions. The reduced time results from not in-
cluding any cell relaxation in this direction. A comparison
between a true three-dimensional~3D! calculation and that
using only one sheet shows that there is essentially no dif-
ference in the structural parameters, such as lattice param-
eters and bond lengths, and the electronic charge density
distributions.10

The total energies per atom and the cohesive energy of
each ordered structure are listed in Table I. The cohesive
energy was defined as the difference between the total en-
ergy of a particular structure and the total energy of the con-

FIG. 2. The valence-charge density distribution in a graphite
monolayer,d refers to the carbon site. Charge density is given in
units of 3.57 electrons /Å2. Consecutive contours are separated by
0.214 electrons /Å2. The highest density around the carbon is 0.66
unit and the lowest density close to the center of the hexagon is 0.06
unit.

FIG. 1. ~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and ~d! are 2D atomic configurations of
different ordered structures labeled asS1, S2, S3, andS4, respec-
tively, where the C denotes the carbon site and B denotes the boron
site. The basic unit cell forS1, S2, andS3 was described by the
rhombus and the unit cell forS4 is described by the rectangle.
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stituent atoms at infinite separation. As shown in Table I, the
relative stabilities of the four structures follow the sequence
S1.S4.S3.S2. S1 was found to be the most stable or-
dered structure at the C3B composition which maintains the
hexagonal symmetry of the graphite layer and therefore the
smallest local lattice distortion. However, all four structures
have the same optimized in-plane lattice constanta52.57
Å. The second most stable ordered structureS4 is quite simi-
lar to structureS1 except for the hexagonal symmetry. The
cohesive energy ofS1 is about 0.05 eV/atom larger than that
of S4. They have identical C-C and similar C-B bond
lengths. The nearest- and second-neighbor atomic arrange-
ments associated with the C-C and C-B bonds are the same
for both structures; however, the third neighbors are different
@Figs. 1~a! and 1~d!#. This difference is the main origin for
the difference in the cohesive energy betweenS3 andS4.

The bond lengths for all the structures were calculated. In
S1, the bond length of the C-C bond is 1.42 Å, which is
identical to that in graphite, and that of the C-B bond is 1.55
Å, which agrees well with previous predictions.8,9 These val-
ues are also consistent with the atomic radii of B and C~0.85
Å for boron and 0.70 Å for carbon8!. However, the C-C bond
length could be different in different ordered structures or
even in the same ordered structures, such asS2 andS3. For
example, C2-C3, C3-C4, and C4-C8 bonds in structureS2
have bond lengths 1.53, 1.47, and 1.41 Å, respectively, and
the bond lengths associated with theS3 structure were 1.50
Å for the C3-B2 bond, 1.54 Å for the C8-B2 bond, 1.47 Å
for C3-C4 and 1.38 Å for C4-C8.

Figure 3~a! presents the valence-charge density distribu-
tion for theS1 structure in which 64364 grid points were
employed for discretizing the 2a*A3a unit cell in Fig. 1~a!.
As a reference, the valence-charge density distribution of a
graphic monolayer was shown in Fig. 2. Comparing Figs. 2
and 3~a!, we can see that the charge distribution around the
C-C bond has only a slight change from that of graphite in
Fig. 2. A comparison between the charge density distribu-
tions for different structures shows thatS1 structure has a
much smaller deformation of the charge distribution around
the C-C bond compared to graphite than the other three
structures. As expected, the neighboring atomic arrangement
of a bond affects its charge density distribution. Figure 3~b!
shows the charge density distribution of structureS2. It can
be seen that the charge distributions differ from each other
around the C2-C3, C3-C4, and C4-C8 bonds. By carefully
checking the neighbor atomic arrangements, we found the
differences between those C-C bonds are associated with
neighbors, such that the C2-C3 bond connects with four C-C
bonds~i.e., 2-8, 2-7, 3-4, and 3-5!, C3-C4 with three C-C

bonds~i.e., 2-3, 3-5, and 4-8! and one C-B bond~i.e., 1-4!,
and C4-C8 with two C-C bonds~i.e., 3-4 and 2-8! and two
C-B bonds~i.e.,1-4 and 6-8!.

The charge transfer between the carbon and boron atoms
was an important parameter to understand the mechanism by
which the B substitution can improve the oxidation resis-
tance of graphite. For each structure, based on the optimized
geometry, the charge density distributions of the following
two cases were separately calculated. Case 1: in the unit cell,
six carbon atoms were fixed at their optimized positions and
the other two boron atoms were removed from their lattice
sites. Case 2: two boron atoms were kept on their optimized

TABLE I. The minimized total energies and cohesive energies
for the four ordered structures.

Structure Total energy Cohesive energy
per atom~eV! per atom~eV!

S1 2135.41 7.86
S2 2135.22 7.67
S3 2135.29 7.75
S4 2135.36 7.81

FIG. 3. The valence-charge density distribution~a! in S1 and~b!
in S2, wherej denotes the boron site;~c! the corresponding sub-
tractive charge density distribution inS1.
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lattice positions and the six carbon atoms were removed. We
then sum the two charge density distributions calculated for
the two cases together~6C12B!. The difference between the
charge density distribution for a given structure and that for
~6C12B!, i.e., DC (Si)-@(DC(Si-6C!1DC(Si-2B!#, where
DC means charge density distribution and Si refers to the
i th ordered structure, provides an indication where the
charge gains and loses when a C-B bond forms. This method
was previously used19 for discussing the charge transfer in
small atom clusters. Figure 3~c! shows the subtractive distri-
butions for structureS1. From Fig. 3~c!, we can easily find
charge transfer occurs mostly around C-B bonds. Based on
Fig. 3~c!, a one-dimensional distribution of charge density
distribution along a B-C bond was plotted in Fig. 4. From
Fig. 4 it is quite clear that charge transfers from B to C. The
result seems to be reasonable because C is more electro-
negative than B (EC52.5; EB52.01).20 Therefore, we sug-
gest an alternative explanation for the improvement in the
oxidation resistance of C graphite by B doping. Since C is
more electronegative than B, an electronegative O will prefer
to react with B than C in a graphite doped with B, and the
resulting B2O3 or C2BO or CBO2 ~Ref. 21! staying on the
surface would protect the oxidation of C. Furthermore, the
charge transfer from B to C enhances to reactivity between B
and O.

The amount of charge transfer in four ordered structures
were listed in Table II. An approximation was made for the
convenience of calculating the amount of charge transfer be-
tween carbon and boron atoms. Because the carbon and bo-
ron have a very small difference in atomic radius, half of the
C-B bond was attributed to the carbon atom and another half
to the boron atom and then a triangle around each atom was

made up as seen in Fig. 3~a!. The total charge within this
triangle presents the charge on the atom located at the center
of the triangle. Using this approximation, we found out that
the boron atom gives the charge only to the nearest-neighbor
carbon atom. There is no charge transfer between a B atom
and a second-neighbor C atom. In structureS2, carbon atoms
2 and 3 are the second neighbors of B and the amount of
charge is 4.00 on both atoms, which is the same as in graph-
ite. In structureS3, the same situation can also be seen on
carbon 4 and 5.

An additional semiempirical molecular orbital package
MOPAC calculation was performed and the results are in
good agreement with those from the aboveab initio pseudo-
potential calculation.22

In conclusion, theS1 structure with hexagonal symmetry
is the most stable ordered structure of the C3B compound.
TheS4 structure is the second possible stable ordered struc-
ture with similar short-range atomic arrangement to that in
S1. The nearest-neighbor bond lengths in the most stable
structure are 1.42 Å for C-C and 1.55 Å for C-B, consistent
with previous studies. Charge transfer occurs between
nearest-neighbor C-B bonds with charge transfer from B to
C, and the amount of charge is about 0.45 from boron to
three C atoms with 0.15 each. This charge transfer from bo-
ron to carbon is partly responsible for reducing the oxidation
of C in C/C composite. The results from bothab initio and
MOPAC calculations agree well with each other.
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